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gartner researchers have identified nine key trends from new and creative employee benefits to
the collapse of traditional career paths that will impact work this year our updated analysis for
2023 shows that the four industries likely to see the earliest economic impact from quantum
computing automotive chemicals financial services and life sciences stand to potentially gain up
to 1 3 trillion in value by 2035 from the rise of ai and the escalating climate crisis to pivotal
elections and evolving work dynamics explore how the global trends of 2023 are set to reshape
society my team of foresight specialists at marketsandmarkets has put together the top mega
trends that will shape our future the below trends wheel summarises these trends across horizon 1
2 and 3 sustainable computing exponential growth in ai cloud computing and other technologies
requires bigger more powerful and more plentiful data centre capacity data centres consume 1 of
total global electricity production but powering our increasingly data hungry digital society
means this is set to increase mckinsey predicts 10 tech trends will shape the next decade these
include digital connectivity distributed infrastructure and next generation computing
technological progress is advancing more rapidly than ever in 2022 business leaders faced an
increasingly unpredictable environment with evolving return to office policies higher employee
turnover and burned out employees more than ever before in in his new book 2030 how today s
biggest trends will collide and reshape the future of everything guillen discusses how these
changes will affect us in the years to come 1 innovation at the edge key tech trends we estimate
that 70 percent of companies will employ hybrid or multicloud management technologies tools and
processes 2 the top trends in tech mckinsey june 15 2021 each of the trends relates to one or
more key themes for business protecting and preserving past and future investments building the
right solutions for the right stakeholders at the right time and delivering value for the
changing environment of both internal and external customers how technology pioneers are shaping
the future of production 8 technology trends for innovative leaders in a post pandemic world meet
the world economic forum s technology pioneers of 2022 credit will become accessible to those
ignored by traditional financial institutions discover the top business trends for 2024 from the
rise of generative ai and the emphasis on soft skills to the importance of sustainable practices
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and data monetization 12 predictions for the future of technology 14 29 thomas dohmke with ai
anyone can be a coder now 14 49 fatma karume how to fight for democracy in the shadow of
autocracy 13 04 jason rugolo welcome to the world of audio computers 18 37 scott galloway how the
us is destroying young people s future the top marketing trends of 2024 how they ve changed since
2023 data from 1400 global marketers stay ahead of the curve with the most important marketing
trends of 2024 according to experts and data from the hubspot blog s marketing strategy survey 1
economic growth is likely to decelerate in 2024 as the effects of monetary policy take a broader
toll and post pandemic tailwinds fade we expect real gdp growth to walk the line between a slight
expansion and contraction for much of next year also known as a soft landing 6 future trends
everyone has to be ready for today adobe stock the great disconnection the decoupling of
economies had already started pre covid 19 with early indicators appearing five stay ahead of
your competitors with marketing trends today s consumers value authenticity transparency and
privacy now more than ever before and with advanced ai technology becoming mainstream marketers
have an opportunity to tie these values into their messaging in new innovative ways what does the
future of globalization look like new research breaks down changes in the global flows that bind
us and what those changes mean for our future the international system as constructed following
the second world war will be almost unrecognizable by 2025 owing to the rise of emerging powers a
globalizing economy an historic transfer of relative wealth and economic power from west to east
and the growing influence of nonstate actors 1 there are still huge opportunities to digitize
trade finance the trade finance industry is heavily reliant on paper and manual processes to
ensure that liquidity flows through the ecosystem
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9 trends that will shape work in 2024 and beyond
May 21 2024

gartner researchers have identified nine key trends from new and creative employee benefits to
the collapse of traditional career paths that will impact work this year

mckinsey technology trends outlook 2023 mckinsey
Apr 20 2024

our updated analysis for 2023 shows that the four industries likely to see the earliest economic
impact from quantum computing automotive chemicals financial services and life sciences stand to
potentially gain up to 1 3 trillion in value by 2035

navigating the future 10 global trends that will define 2024
Mar 19 2024

from the rise of ai and the escalating climate crisis to pivotal elections and evolving work
dynamics explore how the global trends of 2023 are set to reshape society

the mega trends that will shape our future world forbes
Feb 18 2024

my team of foresight specialists at marketsandmarkets has put together the top mega trends that
will shape our future the below trends wheel summarises these trends across horizon 1 2 and 3
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how the top 10 emerging technologies of 2023 will affect us
Jan 17 2024

sustainable computing exponential growth in ai cloud computing and other technologies requires
bigger more powerful and more plentiful data centre capacity data centres consume 1 of total
global electricity production but powering our increasingly data hungry digital society means
this is set to increase

top 10 tech trends for next 10 years according to mckinsey
Dec 16 2023

mckinsey predicts 10 tech trends will shape the next decade these include digital connectivity
distributed infrastructure and next generation computing technological progress is advancing more
rapidly than ever

9 trends that will shape work in 2023 and beyond
Nov 15 2023

in 2022 business leaders faced an increasingly unpredictable environment with evolving return to
office policies higher employee turnover and burned out employees more than ever before in

what will the world look like in 2030 knowledge at wharton
Oct 14 2023

in his new book 2030 how today s biggest trends will collide and reshape the future of everything
guillen discusses how these changes will affect us in the years to come
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tech trends reshaping the future of it and business mckinsey
Sep 13 2023

1 innovation at the edge key tech trends we estimate that 70 percent of companies will employ
hybrid or multicloud management technologies tools and processes 2 the top trends in tech
mckinsey june 15 2021

gartner top 10 strategic technology trends 2024
Aug 12 2023

each of the trends relates to one or more key themes for business protecting and preserving past
and future investments building the right solutions for the right stakeholders at the right time
and delivering value for the changing environment of both internal and external customers

17 ways technology could change the world by 2027
Jul 11 2023

how technology pioneers are shaping the future of production 8 technology trends for innovative
leaders in a post pandemic world meet the world economic forum s technology pioneers of 2022
credit will become accessible to those ignored by traditional financial institutions

the 10 biggest business trends for 2024 everyone must be
Jun 10 2023

discover the top business trends for 2024 from the rise of generative ai and the emphasis on soft
skills to the importance of sustainable practices and data monetization
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ideas about future ted
May 09 2023

12 predictions for the future of technology 14 29 thomas dohmke with ai anyone can be a coder now
14 49 fatma karume how to fight for democracy in the shadow of autocracy 13 04 jason rugolo
welcome to the world of audio computers 18 37 scott galloway how the us is destroying young
people s future

the top marketing trends of 2024 how they ve changed since
Apr 08 2023

the top marketing trends of 2024 how they ve changed since 2023 data from 1400 global marketers
stay ahead of the curve with the most important marketing trends of 2024 according to experts and
data from the hubspot blog s marketing strategy survey

2024 economic outlook insights trends j p morgan
Mar 07 2023

1 economic growth is likely to decelerate in 2024 as the effects of monetary policy take a
broader toll and post pandemic tailwinds fade we expect real gdp growth to walk the line between
a slight expansion and contraction for much of next year also known as a soft landing

6 future trends everyone has to be ready for today forbes
Feb 06 2023

6 future trends everyone has to be ready for today adobe stock the great disconnection the
decoupling of economies had already started pre covid 19 with early indicators appearing five
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13 marketing trends and strategies for 2024 2023 asana
Jan 05 2023

stay ahead of your competitors with marketing trends today s consumers value authenticity
transparency and privacy now more than ever before and with advanced ai technology becoming
mainstream marketers have an opportunity to tie these values into their messaging in new
innovative ways

the future of globalization what to expect next mckinsey
Dec 04 2022

what does the future of globalization look like new research breaks down changes in the global
flows that bind us and what those changes mean for our future

global trends 2025 a transformed world atlantic council
Nov 03 2022

the international system as constructed following the second world war will be almost
unrecognizable by 2025 owing to the rise of emerging powers a globalizing economy an historic
transfer of relative wealth and economic power from west to east and the growing influence of
nonstate actors

three trends that will drive trade finance in 2023 forbes
Oct 02 2022

1 there are still huge opportunities to digitize trade finance the trade finance industry is
heavily reliant on paper and manual processes to ensure that liquidity flows through the
ecosystem
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